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Vulnerability Index: Strategies for Survival

Key findings (1 of 2)

▪ Even as oil and gas companies grapple with the coronavirus pandemic, they must also address questions 

about their ability to survive and thrive in the long term. The biggest existential threat to firms ultimately 

remains the energy transition.

▪ Our pioneering Vulnerability Index quantifies this threat—through a rigorous assessment of which companies are 

best positioned to survive the energy transition, and which are most exposed.

▪ We find that all 25 companies covered are vulnerable to transition risks, but to widely varying degrees depending 

on the resilience of their current portfolios and their plans to adapt or transform their businesses.
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US Independents at Greatest Risk

▪ The US Independent E&Ps covered—Apache, Hess, 

Noble, Occidental and ConocoPhillips—rank the 

worst due to disadvantaged portfolios and scant 

plans to survive the energy transition.

▪ Independents Woodside and BHP fare slightly 

better, led by a more robust portfolio and more 

advanced transition strategy, respectively.

▪ A trio of NOCs—Sinopec, Rosneft and Ecopetrol—

are also poorly prepared, and less resilient than their 

leading NOC peers. Petrobras and CNOOC rank 

modestly higher largely due to greater operational 

resilience.

▪ Ranking in the middle of the index are US 

Supermajors Exxon Mobil (16th) and Chevron 

(12th). They emphasize their resilience but are only 

on par with European peers on this metric. They 

offer only limited detail on their plans to lead the Big 

Oil approach to the energy transition.

Vulnerability Index: Strategies for Survival

Key findings (2 of 2)

European Majors and Top NOCs Lead

▪ Europe’s Supermajors lead the index, with Total 

narrowly beating Shell to first place due to slightly 

stronger operational and financial resilience scores.

▪ Equinor leads NOCs in fourth place, followed by 

Petronas and QP which have the most resilient 

portfolios thanks in part to gas’ role.

▪ Saudi Aramco also ranks high in portfolio 

resilience—at fourth place behind Total—but it trails 

leading NOCs in laying out its transition strategy 

and emissions reduction targets.

▪ European integrated major Eni edges out Equinor 

on its emission reduction targets and transition 

strategy. Peer Repsol has stepped up action but 

has weaker scores across the index.

▪ BP has received a lot of attention under new CEO 

Bernard Looney, but it is still catching up with 

European peers in enacting its new transition 

strategy and also has a weaker financial position.
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Vulnerability Index: Our Independent, Impartial Approach

▪ A company’s vulnerability to the energy transition depends on both 

the durability of its current business, and how it is adjusting to 

ensure its resilience longer term.

▪ To measure this, we evaluate firms on 16 factors under two broad 

dimensions: Portfolio Resilience and Adaptation & Transformation.

▪ Portfolio Resilience (50% weight) measures a company’s underlying 

financial and operational health, including its current competitiveness on a 

commercial and carbon-intensity basis.

– To present a longer-term view of financial resilience, we score firms on cash 

flow and profitability metrics using three-year averages.

– Portfolios that are low-cost, integrated, diversified and low in carbon intensity 

are the most competitive.

▪ Adaptation & Transformation (50% weight) assesses the extent to which a 

company has outlined and is delivering on plans to survive the transition.

▪ There is no single strategy for survival: companies are looking both 

to adapt—boosting the resilience of their existing business models—

and to transform—implementing more radical changes.

▪ We use both quantitative metrics and rigorous qualitative assessments by 

our expert analysts to ensure maximal impartiality.

– Our coverage includes 25 oil and gas companies—comprising 10 top NOCs, 

seven leading Independent E&Ps, three Regional Integrated companies, and 

all five Supermajors.

Rigorous assessment of 16 factors using proprietary quantitative and qualitative metrics

Vulnerability Index: Methodology

Portfolio Resilience (50%)

Financial 

Resilience 
(20%)

▪ Balance Sheet Strength

▪ Profitability

▪ Cash Flow Generation

Operational 

Resilience 
(30%)

▪ Production Costs

▪ Reserves Life

▪ Operational and Life-Cycle 

Portfolio Carbon Intensity

▪ Current Portfolio 

Diversification

Emissions 

Targets (10%)

Adaptation & Transformation (50%)

▪ Comprehensiveness and 

Ambitiousness of Targets

Strategy & 

Execution 
(20%)

▪ Transition Strategy

▪ Stakeholder Alignment

▪ Execution Capacity

Implementation 

& Investment
(20%)

▪ Hydrocarbon Value-Chain 

Adaptation

▪ Share of Low-Carbon 

Spending and Low-Carbon 

Investment Ambitions
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Vulnerability Index: What Comes Next

▪ Our Vulnerability Index helps firms identify steps 

to survive and thrive amid the energy transition.

▪ Independent E&Ps must dramatically improve their 

financial resilience and consider drastic strategic shifts 

to lower their carbon intensity and diversify operations.

▪ At-Risk NOCs need to lay out fuller transition 

strategies, but have a range of options to adapt and 

diversify current oil and gas operations.

▪ US Supermajors need to be unrivaled leaders in 

both the capital and carbon efficiency of their oil and 

gas operations to succeed with a Big Oil approach.

▪ Resilient NOCs could thrive by outlining more robust 

transition strategies, building on their resilience and 

diversifying more toward durable demand segments.

▪ European Majors must prove they can deliver their 

radical decarbonization strategies while restoring and 

maintaining profitability.

All companies need to step up action, but priorities should vary by group

Independent 

E&Ps

At-Risk

NOCs

US

Supermajors

Resilient

NOCs

European 

Majors

Value Over Volumes     

Capital Efficiency & 

Low-Cost Operations
    

Carbon Efficiency     

Robust Transition 

Strategy
    

Hydrocarbon Value-

Chain Diversification
    

Carbon Capture 

Technology Investment
    

Low-Carbon Electricity 

Investment
    

Strategies for Survival: Priority Action Areas

Legend:    

 Leader    

 High Priority    

 Medium Priority 

○ Low Priority
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Introducing the Energy Transition Service

Guiding the energy industry through the low-carbon transition

Energy Transition Service

▪ The Energy Transition Service guides the energy 

industry through the low-carbon transition. (Click 

here for details.)

▪ We offer unparalleled intelligence, analysis and 

guidance on how the low-carbon energy transition is 

unfolding, and which companies and countries are 

best placed to survive and adapt.

▪ We are publishing a wide range of new analysis in 

the coming months covering key facets of the 

energy transition—focusing on corporate, country, 

market and macro issues.

▪ Our corporate analysis also includes our ESG Climate 

Risk Benchmark of company exposure to climate-

related investor pressures, and our Low-Carbon 

Investment Tracker of key investment trends of top oil 

and gas firms. (Click here for our latest analysis.)

▪ We will focus on critical oil and gas demand risks, 

and major oil and gas producing countries’ 

resilience in the face of the energy transition as well.

▪ We offer various advisory solutions, including tailored 

corporate benchmarking and strategic analysis.

http://www.energyintel.com/pages/about_et_service.aspx
http://www.energyintel.com/_LAYOUTS/EIG/PDF/EIResearch/ET/20200428_ET_LCI_Tracker.pdf?service=et&service_id=180
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Contact Us

Sam Ghrairi | London
+44 (0)20 7518 2244
sghrairi@energyintel.com

Carl Moccia | Houston
+1 346 308 2050
cmoccia@energyintel.com

The Americas

270 Madison Avenue, Suite 302
New York, NY 10016
Tel: +1 212 532 1112

1401 K Street NW, Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20005
T: +1 202 662 0700

808 Travis Street, Suite 1014
Houston, TX 77002
T: +1 713 222 9700

Europe

7 Down Street, 3rd Floor
London W1J 7AJ, UK
T: +44 (0)20 7518 2200

Daev pereulok 20, Office 509
107045 Moscow, Russia
T: +7 495 604 8279/78/77

Middle East & Asia-Pacific

15A Temple Street, #02-01
Singapore 058562 
Tel: +65 6538 0363

Arjaan Office Tower 301
Dubai Media City
P.O. Box 502803
Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 364 2607/2608

1st Floor, Freij Bldg, Sodeco
President Elias Sarkis Street
Beirut, Lebanon
T: +961 1 614282 & 3

energyintel.com
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